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Barrel-in-a-Box Solo™
The modern efficient
alternative for consumers of
industrial strength detergents.
Looking to lower the cost of your
detergent? Then make the switch to
Barrel-in-a-Box Solo. We’ve hyper
concentrated our most effective
formulas and engineered a new
packaging idea designed to save you
money.
LOOK AT THESE
ADVANTAGES:
Stop Buying Water
Our proprietary system allows you to
purchase only the active chemical
portion of the formulation. This elimination of inactive material reduces
handling and shipping weights by almost 90%, meaning additional savings
to you. Total shipping weight is less
than 60 pounds!
Reduce Waste
Are your empty containers creating a
Drum Slum? Are you tired of paying
for new containers each time you reorder detergents? With our Barrelin-a-Box Solo system, you reuse your
existing container. You save on container costs and no longer have to worry about drum disposal.
Save Space & Eliminate
Product Outages
With Barrel-in-a-Box Solo, storage
is a snap. Unlike bulky drums, this
package requires less than one square
foot of total floor space. Obviously,
this is the answer for anyone with storage problems. And because it is so
easy to store, keeping a spare on hand
is easy - you never have to run out of
cleaner again.

Three-Step Easy*: 1. Add approximately 25 gallons of fresh water to a 55-gallon drum.
2. Pour into the container both 2.5 gallon concentrate . 3. Finish filling the drum with water
until full. *The concentrate goes into solution easily and all the agitation needed is provided
by your water hose.

The Best Chemistry
The formulations available are hyper
concentrates of our industry-proven
products. After your first trial of
Barrel-in-a-Box Solo, you’ll find it
hard to purchase detergents any other
way. We’re so confident, we invite
you to compare our formulations sideby-side with the competition.

Formulations Available
Barrel-in-a-Box Solo formulations
are available for a wide variety of industries, including: Industrial, Marine, Transportation and Food
Service. Ask your Wechem sales
representative for details and suggestions.

HULK SYSTEM™ Barrel-in-a-Box Solo™
You’ll appreciate our attention to detail....
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Material Safety Data Sheets

Environmental Awareness

If your facility uses chemical compounds,
you are subject to significant regulatory
statutes. Our staff has gone the extra mile
to ensure that the necessary documentation needed for industrial grade products is provided.

As a user of industrial grade chemicals, you must meet very specific requirements of OSHA’s hazardous
communication standard. Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDS) are a big part of this
requirement. When you order your first
Barrel-in-a-Box Solo pack you will receive the MSDS documents required for
compliance. In addition, when we change
or update the MSDS you will receive the
new version with your next order. Of
course you may call us anytime and request a current copy.

Everyone is aware of the increased and
continued concern over the environment.
The ingredients in Barrel-in-a-Box Solo
detergents were carefully selected because of their environmental friendliness.
All of the available formulations are naturally biodegradable and have infinite
solubility in water. These formulations
offer real advantages over toxic solventbased compounds.

Labeling
OSHA regulations require that all
primary packaged products, and most
secondary work containers contain specific hazard communication information.
All Barrel-in-a-Box Solo packs contain
self-adhesive peel and stick finished product labels. These labels contain all the information necessary to comply with
prescribed regulations. Information provided includes: product description,
product use directions, cautions and
warnings, first aid information, principal
hazardous ingredients, N.F.P.A. symbol
and D.O.T. shipping information. Simply
apply this label to your containers to assure proper product safety and performance.





Hulk System Solo Program formulations available:
The Hulk Solo formulations use the most advanced detergent system available on the
market. Available in a wide range of pH alternatives, we feel confident there is a Solo
formula to meet your needs. Common characteristics include: Caustic Free, Optimized
Surfactant, Readily Biodegradable, Phosphate Free, Gentle on Paint, Oil/ Water Separator
Safe, and Highly Effective at Hydrocarbon Removal.
Hulk Solo Formula 101
A highly effective non-alkaline detergent system formulated to meet or exceed the tightest standards for
employee safety and/or adverse environmental impact. It is neutral in pH, (7 in dilution), and can be used
on nearly any water safe surface.

Color: Dark Purple
Fragrance: None
Hulk Solo Formula 103
Formula 103 is a highly effective moderately alkaline detergent system that contains no harsh alkaline
builders. It is an excellent choice when an all around detergent cleaner is desired. It is effectively neutral
in pH (<10), and can be used on nearly any water safe surface.

Color: Dark Green
Fragrance: Sassafras
Hulk Solo Formula 103 LF - Low Foam available
Hulk Solo Formula 105
Formula 105 is a slightly more alkaline alternative in our 100 series of products. Better suited for more
aggressive cleaning requirements. It is moderately alkaline in pH (12.5), and only utilizes components that
are readily biodegradable. Since this material is classified as non-corrosive, it may be used for cleaning
applications on virtually any durable water-safe surface, including painted surfaces.

Color: Yellow
Fragrance: none
Hulk Solo Formula 109
The strongest cleaner in our 100 series product line, and the most popular with our industrial customers.
Formulated with more alkalinity, pH 13, this is the product of choice for really tough cleaning jobs. Contains
no caustics and remains suitable for cleaning most painted industrial surfaces.

Color: Blue
Fragrance: None
Hulk Solo Formula 250
Formula 250 is a highly effective alkaline detergent system specifically formulated to remove the toughest
industrial grime.This fast acting formulation will quickly penetrate, cut through, and emulsify tough industrial
and institutional soils. With pH (>13) it is ideally suited for cleaning a wide variety of soils from most hard
durable surfaces. It only utilizes components that are readily biodegradable.
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Color: Red
Fragrance: None
Hulk Solo Formula 300
Formula 300 is a combination of alkaline builders, water soluble solvents and superior surfactants to
handle the toughest of cleaning applications for water based type degreasers. Quickly cuts through
heavy soiled surfaces with a PH (>13) utilizing components that are readily biodegradable.

Color: Purple
Fragrance: None
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